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Introduction

Application workflow

Clusters found for K-60
supercomputer

Modern supercomputers are used for solving a huge spectre of
computational and research tasks: solving sophisticated systems of
equations, mathematical modeling and processing huge amounts of
data. These tasks are solved by parallel algorithms and programs.
Calculations are processed on a large number of computational
cluster nodes. During their operations huge volumes of information
are transmitted via internal network of supercomputer, containing
switches, wires and network cards. These components are
combined in regular manner (intercommunication topology), which
could not be documented by the vendor of computational cluster.

Delays

Proposed method
Authors proposed a method, which uses correlation analysis, for
revealing ”steps” and ”peak” in structures of delays. The ”peak” in

k -th position is modeled by unit vector y (k) = (0, ..., 1, ..., 0),
′′ ′′
where 1 stays in k -th position. So, for looking up for ”peaks” the
Pearson’s correlation coefficients are calculated between the set of

The transfer of data between the nodes consumes some time,
called delay. Often it is assumed that the delay depends only on the
number of network components, which the data will pass during
the transmission and it is constant. But in practice, this model
doesn’t represent the influence of delays on the performance of
parallel programs. Physical state of communication environment
(malfunctioning components) and hidden features of network
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locations the calculation of correlation coefficients stays the same,
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Fig. 6, 7. Plots of 2 clusters found

As it can be seen from plots above - the calculated clusters
represent the same behaviors of delays in each cluster. The red line
shows centroid of cluster, which can be used to represent the
behavior of delay for each cluster. Storing only information about
clusters: pairs ”sender”-”receiver”, which are included into it and
centroid the amount of data can be decreased. So, the amount of
storing data was decreased from 4754Kb to 99Kb in 48 times.

3D Visualisation of found clusters
with their features
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Authors propose to test a supercomputer for researching its
communication environment in special way. Developed testing
application initializes the transfers of data between the nodes of
supercomputer. The transmitted data called message. Messages
having varying lengths are sent between all nodes of supercomputer
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in different modes, potentially emulating the real appearing

For decreasing influence of ”peaks” on calculation of ”steps”

transfers of data during the work of parallel program. In this paper

correlation coefficients median filtration is performed. For detecting

authors tested computational clusters Lomonosov and K60

the ”step” or ”peak” the

(Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics) in “one to one” mode,

threshold is chosen imperative, looking on visualisation of delays

which conclude in consistent transmission of data between the

between random pairs of nodes ”sender”-”receiver”. All values of

nodes.

correlation coefficient, which will be above the threshold will be

Problem with manual analysis of delays
Values of delays are described by three parameters: number of
”sender” node, number of ”receiver’ node, length of message, which
was sent. The analytical space appears to be 3 dimensional. The
large number of supercomputer nodes and large number of
messages’ length provide us a giant dataset of delays, which is very
hard to analyze manually and take a significant amount of memory
to store them.

threshold

should be chosen. This

Fig. 8. 3D Visualisation of

Fig. 9. 3D Visualisation of

steps found in clusters for

one cluster found for K60

K60 supercomputer

supercomputer

treated as feature of behavior, depending on set of correlation
coefficients. Finally, after calculating all correlation coefficients for
all messages lengths and all nodes the clustering by

K-Means

algorithm is performed, using calculated data. The number K for
K-Means is chosen according to SSE metric.

Found features of behavior for
K-60 supercomputer

Fig. 10. One of clusters found

Fig. 11. One of clusters found

for Lomonosov-1.

for Lomonosov-1.

For K-60 supercomputer the most meaningful visualisation was
plotting the ”steps” for all clusters in 3D. All ”steps” combine in
several planes, which tells us about homogeneous topology of

Network components of supercomputer and settings of calculations

message delivery of K-60 supercomputer. Also, the same procedure

distribution are maintained by the system administrators of

was made for dataset collected for Lomonosov-1 supercomputer.

supercomputers. It is necessary to provide them special tools,

Found clusters for Lomonosov-1 are combined in cells, which are

which could ease their routines, such as revealing the malfunction

connected to information about delivery topology of this

components or picking optimal settings, depending on

supercomputer.

undocumented features of supercomputer topology.

Structure of delay behavior and
similarity

Fig 2. ”Peaks”

Fig 3. ”Steps”

For K-60 supercomputer threshold was chosen equal 0.25, so, using
this number we visualised ”peaks” and ”steps” for fixed pair of

Conclusion
It was revealed, that the structure of delays contain small amount
of ”peaks” and obtained clusters have jumps in common messages
sizes, which tells us, that proposed method works for current

nodes for K-60 supercomputer.

Revealed structure of delays for
K-60 supercomputer

dataset. But there are another delays behavior structures exist.
They appear if supercomputer will be tested in different modes.
The authors want to propose new model for revealing and
analysing these structures in future works. Also, the developed
solution should be integrated in

clustbench

pack of tools for

testing the supercomputer interconnect.

Fig. 1. Visualisation of delays for random pairs ”sender”-”receiver”
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